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About This Game

"An exhaustive simulation of a manned mission to Mars meticulously detailed... this
is an extremely daunting affair." -Pinback 5d3b920ae0

Title: Mars 2030
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Advent RPG
Publisher:
Advent RPG
Release Date: 11 Mar, 2016

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8, 10

Processor: 2.0 Ghz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics
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Nice premise, just needs a bit of work to worthwhile. Random deaths or fatal accidents is one thing, but my ship crashed three
times in a row on take off, that is just North Korean level incompetence. I can imagine this being a lot of fun. Add some things
for the player to do, like the tasks should be more involved rather than a damn progress bar and 50/50 chance of them failing or
not. Shooting asteroids is just amazingly boring, no editable controls. And the mini-games REDIFINE repetitive, inane, mind-
numbing boring. With that being said, I really think this could be an awesome retro game, BTW I do love the green color, that
part at least was pretty cool. Please do some work on this and upgrade. If you have plans to do this, please disregard my remarks
and I eagerly await its completion.. In Mars 2030 you get to travel through space, manage your supplies, repair your ship, and
battle aliens! This game has an amazing aesthetic that hooks you right away, and the gameplay is varied so whether you're into
sims or space battles, Mars 2030 has something for you. From the intro, to the graphics, and the the ever-present sense of
humor, you can tell the creator put a lot of love into this game. What's more, the gameplay in Mars 2030 evolves and expands
nicely. While at first you may be deciding how much wire is going to get you to mars, before long you'll be setting up your own
space base and zapping alien scum to smithereens.. This is one rad game!. Words don't do this game justice. Groaning sounds,
gagging.even snoring come closer to touching on the feelings I have playing this game. This is a starring simulator, not a game. I
was initially attracted to the art. The usage of green seemed to evoke an artistic style. Immidiately I gave the creator credit for
his sense of Retro Techno. Now, I realize I jumped to the wrong conclusion. The reason it's green is because he can't code in
any other palette. PROS + Cool looking retro art CONS - Little to no instructions, figure it out as you go - Pre-release version
and final version are virtually identical - Not much to do and little control over events - Minimalistic art style is initially
intriguing until you realize this must have been his homework for class No matter what the discount is, it's probably not going to
lower the cost enough to make it worthwhile to own.. Very cool game!
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